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Wouldn't it be great just to press a button on your mirror and—presto chango!—your 
makeup is applied? While putting on makeup can take us to a meditative state, sometimes 
we don't have the time or energy to fully bask in beautification. That's where intelligent 
multitasking products come in. We've rounded the newest crop of multitaskers—including 2-
in-1s, 4-in-1s and even an ambitious 6-in-1—that promise to cut your makeup application 
time in half.

Quick Draw

This kohl/eyeliner/smokey eye pencil nails all three makeup looks with a foolproof, velvety 
formula. Its wider crayon-style won't get lost in the depths of your makeup bag.

BURBERRY
Effortless Blendable Kohl Multi-Use Crayon in Pearl Grey No. 04
$30

Ace It

Best applied when warmed by a blending fingertip, this cruelty-free formula can be worn 
alone as a silvered plum sweep of color. For a stronger look, it creates multidimensional 
color as a base when you layer a darker eyeshadow over it.

VAPOUR ORGANIC BEAUTY
Mesmerize Eye Color Treatment in Ace
$20

Slim Shading

Want to give contouring a try without looking like a harlequin doll? Pick a contourer and 
highlighter that complement each other—with Amazonian clay to encourage longevity—and 
you'll be your most defined self all day. 

tarte
The Sculptor Double-Ended Contour & Highlighter
$24

One-Two Punch



Nothing revives midday skin like a burst of cheek color and better yet, a grape-derived 
stain with extra brightening ingredients and a built-in blending brush. This deep berry color 
cheers up any complexion. 

Pür Minerals 
Chateau Cheek Stain in Prosecco
$26

Constant Companion

This helix serum takes us back to high school chemistry class in a good way. Here's your 
cheat sheet: the green balances, the lavender revives, and the peach lightens.

Stila
Deluxe One Step Correct
$20

Action Packed

Full brows are trending, but nothing compares to timeless full, flirty lashes. Try a mascara 
that's equal parts lash primer, serum, and mascara thanks to peptides, collagen, and green 
tea.

IT COSMETICS
Hello Lashes Extensions in Black
$24

Complexion Perfection

This concealer is a step above. It revives tired eyes by veiling dark circles. Fills pores and 
fine lines on any precarious spots. Plus, it serves as a lip primer for longer-lasting lip color. 

Dior Beauty
Fix It in Medium
$36


